Edulis Fungi
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W

hen the rainy season begins in Santa Barbara, people start looking
forward to bundling up, hiking alongside flowing creeks, lighting the
fireplace and, of course… enjoying mushrooms. A growing number of
local and seasonal eaters get very excited when fresh chanterelles start appearing at
the farmers markets and on restaurant menus. Adventurous souls take to the hills to
hunt their own—keeping an eye on their favorite spots and hoping for enough rain
to saturate the ground, followed by cloudy days that help keep the soil moist.
Above: The chanterelles in our region are Cantharellus californicus and are native to California.
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M

ushrooms are by nature mysterious, growing
than thumb-size. Hunting for mushrooms with knowledge
underground and in dark places, and they are
and care is part of the culture, which includes respecting
not always easy to identify. Most mycophobia
private property.
(fear of mushrooms) is probably attributable to accounts
Among the most coveted mycorrhizal mushrooms
of poisonous mushrooms being mistaken for their edible
are chanterelles, porcini and truffles. Many attempts to
look-alikes. Not to mention, the word “fungus” is usually
cultivate them have failed, or have had limited success,
a reliable conversation stopper at any gathering.
as in the case of truffles. Bob Cummings, mycologist and
Nevertheless, many of us find them too good to pass
biology professor at Santa Barbara City College, says, “It’s
up. These days it’s easy to find safe mushrooms to eat and
possible, but tricky. One would need to grow the host trees
the benefits, both nutritional and gastronomical, are worth
and inoculate the roots with the right mycelium and hope
the effort.
the symbiosis establishes. Chanterelles have been grown
somewhat successfully in Scandinavia on the roots of potted
Distinct flavors emanate from each type of mushroom
pines. Truffles are being grown successfully now. I’ve tasted
and some are more sought after than others (the aroma/
Garland Truffles from North Carolina and they are the real
flavor of truffles have made them ounce-for-ounce the most
deal—Perigord black truffles.”
expensive food in the world). Mushrooms are generally
known for having an umami taste, recognized as one of
He goes on to say that the investment of time, materials
the five basic tastes, described as “meaty” with a hint of
and expertise in growing mycorrhizal mushrooms comsavoriness. They have also
mercially makes the cost-tobeen, and continue to be,
earnings ratio very steep. He
After filming a segment in which
used medicinally in many
hopes a commercial culture
they cooked the mushrooms, Julia
parts of the world.
will exist some day (referred
It’s important to
reportedly said, “Now there’s a blow to by some mycophiles as “the
holy grail”), but in the meanknow that most edible
to fungophobia.”
time, a large and thriving cotmushrooms we’re familiar
tage industry exists worldwide
with are either saprophytic,
in mushroom hunting for the commercial market.
which can be easily cultivated, or mycorrhizal, which cannot.
Saprophytes decompose dead organic material to absorb
Mycophagy (myco=fungus, phagy=eating)
nutrients, and are the original recyclers (along with bacteria)
This year I attended March Mushroom Madness, presented
found in all ecosystems. They can be cultivated using
by Santa Barbara Culinary Arts at Santa Barbara City
appropriate organic material and water and are often grown
College. With sea lions barking in the distance, a friendly
in mushroom farms under highly controlled conditions.
gathering of foodies enjoyed appetizers to start the evening
These include white button, cremini and portobello (which,
and an entertaining slideshow by professor Bob Cummings
incidentally, are all the same species of mushroom), oyster,
that illuminated the wonders (and horrors) of the mushroom
shiitake, enoki and others. The yeasts and molds used to
world. We learned about Amanita ocreata (the destroying
make beer, wine and cheese are also saprophytic.
angel) and Amanita phalloides (the death cap), the symptoms
Mycorrhizal fungi, on the other hand, have a symbiotic
of amatoxin poisoning (gastrointestinal pain, liver necrosis
relationship with trees, shrubs and other plants, breaking
and high probability of death without treatment). Afterward,
down nutrients in the soil and feeding them to the roots in
dinner was served and it was time to eat some incredible
a form they can easily assimilate. In return, the tree provides
mushroom dishes!
the fungi with carbohydrates created via photosynthesis.
At the Mushroom Madness event, Bob introduced me
The “body” of a mycorrhizal fungus is an underground
to chef Michael Hutchings, who is well known not only for
thread-like mycelial mat that (especially in old growth
his cuisine and storied career in Santa Barbara that spans
forests) connects the roots of all the trees. The largest
many years, but also for his mushroom hunting forays with
single organism in the world is a fungus living in the Blue
Julia Child. The two appeared in a segment for the PBS
Mountains of eastern Oregon. It covers 2,200 acres and is
show “Dinner at Julia’s” in 1984, picking chanterelles locally
at least 2,400 years old.The “fruits” are the mushrooms that
during one of the best mushroom seasons on record. After
crop up season after season.
filming a segment in which they cooked the mushrooms,
In Santa Barbara County, chanterelles have a relationship
Julia reportedly said, “Now there’s a blow to fungophobia.”
with live oak trees. So picking all of the mushrooms in one
area will not decrease yields; however, raking, digging up or
This marked the beginning of the local chanterelle rush,
over-trampling the soil will, by damaging the underlying
as literally tons of them were brought to market across the
mycelium. Chanterelle pickers are also encouraged to use the
globe within a few months. Chef Michael says that the
rule of thumb: to not pick any specimens that are smaller
chanterelle crop two winters ago rivaled that in 1984, and
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market and fisherman’s market. She likes her mushrooms
prepared in an omelet made with farm-fresh eggs.

No Old, Bold Mushroom Hunters

Cantharellus californicus, our native chanterelles, are often much larger
than the chanterelles found in France.

that he was eating chanterelles in almost every meal for a
while, including stroganoff, sausage ragouts, omelets, prime
steak and polenta.
“Their apricot overtones and crunchy texture
transform any dish they’re used in.” He also likes to prepare
chanterelles Bordelaise style, sautéed with some chopped
shallots, finished with parsley and a little lemon.
The chanterelles in our region are Cantharellus
californicus, native to California, and much larger than the
chanterelles that Chef Michael first hunted during the years
he lived in France. Recently declared a distinct species in a
scientific paper (Arora & Dunham, 2008), the mushroom
is yellow-orange, funnel-shaped and has a pileus (cap) that
is three to 12 inches wide or greater, with ridges, or false
gills, that run down along the stipe (stem). They live in
association with live oak trees and grow indeterminately,
unlike most mushrooms (including other species of
chanterelles), getting larger over the weeks or months if
conditions are right.
Chef Jeff Olsson of New West Catering is also a
mushroom enthusiast. He bought around 2,000 pounds
of chanterelles last winter, which lasted him almost a year.
He roasts and then freezes them for use in some of his
mouthwatering recipes, such as quesadillas with chopped,
roasted chanterelles, caramelized onions, Manchego cheese,
fresh thyme and truffle oil, with honey drizzled over the top.
Jeff also uses chanterelles in his “soup of Santa Rita
Hills,” made with truffle essence and smoked chili oil. Also
a fan of porcini, which are more prevalent farther north,
he uses porcini in a classic sauce with pancetta, peas, heavy
cream and Parmesan, to go over pasta or fish.
Laurence Hauben, a food writer and a leader of Slow
Food Santa Barbara, runs Market Forays, offering mushroom
hunts, cooking classes and outings to our local farmers
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When it comes to interest in mushrooms, culinary and
otherwise, fans of fungi make up a worldwide club that is
large, varied and well organized. I learned this, and so much
more, from a book called Mycophilia: Revelations from the
Weird World of Mushrooms by Eugenia Bone. Part memoir, part
science and anthropology, the book is a highly entertaining
look at mushrooms and the complex Kingdom of Fungi and
its enormous impact on our daily lives. The author takes us
on her educational journey, attends gatherings around the
country held by mycological societies, and she befriends
legendary rock stars of the mushroom world, who share their
vast knowledge through presentations and forays in the field.
Some mushroom hunters skip the festivals and forays and
go out on their own. While chanterelles are the most popular
and easiest to find in this area, other mushrooms include
Boletus edulis (porcini), morels, candy caps and blewits.
Don Gillies, a medical doctor in Santa Barbara, has
been hunting locally since the ’70s when he joined a small
mushrooming club. “To be safe, you must learn about all
kinds of mushrooms, not just the ones you’re looking for,”
he advises. And of course, if you aren’t completely sure about
what you’ve found, it’s best to err on the side of caution. As
the saying goes, there are old mushroom hunters and bold
mushroom hunters, but no old, bold mushroom hunters.
Don appreciates the mushrooms for their culinary uses, but
also for their beauty.
Local mushroom hunter Michael Schmitt was drawn
to the woods after hearing stories from family members in
Washington State who love to go out hunting and foraging
for all kind of foods. He enjoys the sport, comparing
hunting for mushrooms to fishing. When I mentioned that
chanterelles were spotted on one of my favorite local trails, he
said, “Oh yeah, once you spot something out there at least a
couple hikers are not far away—and there you are, hunkered
down in the poison oak, waiting for them to pass by.”
I met a man cruising down the trail last winter, holding
a few chanterelles and a bolete, who told me that mushroom
hunting is basically an Easter egg hunt for adults.
My expanded appreciation for mushrooms has led to
a great anticipation for the next rainy season’s bounty, and
learning more through classes and guided forays. Fortunately,
the Santa Barbara Botanic Garden offers a Fungi of the Forest
lecture in January with Bob Cummings. I will be there. In
the meantime, please join me in doing a rain dance or two in
hopes of a good season for our local edulis fungi.
Jennifer LeMay is a designer and artist who appreciates great local
food. Her business, J. LeMay Studios, provides communication and
design services. Visit JLeMay.com.

